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Your all-in-one program, TriÃ¡ngulo Aprobado has everything you need for APÂ® Spanish

language, culture, and test preparation.This Intermediate-High to Advanced-Low level Spanish

program is structured around the themes and sub-themes presented by the College Board. It offers

students a framework through which to explore the products, practices, and perspectives of

Spanish-speaking cultures.TriÃ¡ngulo Aprobado provides: Challenging Exercises Articles, letters,

posters, flash fiction, graphs, images, brochures, web pages, poetry, commercials, instructional

videos, and podcasts adhere to APÂ® task length and difficulty requirements while challenging

students with the dialects, accents, and idioms of Spanish-speaking cultures.Cultural Insights Go

Beyond Test Preparation CÃ¡psula culturales present a wide range of interesting cultural matters,

and at the conclusion of each one, Comparaciones can be used for further comparison of the home

culture with Spanish-speaking cultures. Preguntas culturales elicit thought about what a product in a

culture is, how it is used, and why it is used.Flexibility TriÃ¡ngulo Aprobado  can be used in any

order. You can connect a sub-theme from one global theme with a sub-theme from another. They

interconnect, offering flexibility and endless variations of texts and audios. Learning Site

AccessEvery new copy of TriÃ¡ngulo Aprobado includes a 1-year subscription to the online

TriÃ¡ngulo Aprobado Learning Site providing students with videos, downloadable audios,

flashcards, quizzes, APÂ® exam rubrics, practice exams, and additional APÂ®-style activities that

can only be found on the Learning Site. **Purchasing a new copy of this title grants complimentary

access to online resources and activities for one year. Used copies may not include access.**
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As an AP Spanish teacher, this book was my go-to throughout the year for practice tests. The Audio

CD Program (sold separately) went great with this book and was worth every penny.At first, the

book seemed a little overwhelming, but once I figured out how the book was organized, it was really

easy to use and offered a lot of varied practice over each of the 6 themes.I do think that the

activities in this book prepare the students beyond what the AP test will ask of them. There is very

challenging academic vocabulary in the readings, and the speaking and writing prompts were solid

and challenging. The audios, while authentic, were often times just "pure evil" (as my students

called them) -- as in, sometimes crappy quality, had background music and other sounds, and used

a variety of dialects and speakers (this was a plus). The kids hated it, and would often laugh at the

bizarre background sounds; but really, it FORCED THEM TO FOCUS. Once they got accustomed

to it, their listening skills really increased and they said the AP test audios were way easier than the

ones found in this book.The one gripe I have with this text is that I really wish it had generic vocab

lists for each theme. Yes, I know there was a vocab page at the end of each theme, but typically it

was for very specific and off-the-wall words. However, I know this book is more a "test book" than a

"text book" so it's not expected, but would be greatly appreciated in future editions.

This book is completely different from the old Triangulo,. It is organized to fit the new AP themes

and has activities that match what students are asked to do on the test. Furthermore, it has

interesting articles and information and is a great text for AP Spanish language learners.

I have just started to use this book as an AP Spanish Language and Culture test prep book.It is

designed to cover the the 6 themes, and has test practice components, such as integrated

listening/reading, recorded conversations, e-mail prompts, and speech topics such as one would

likely see on the new test. It is wonderful to have a resource like this with such a variety of authentic

sources to practice with. I haven't used the entire book yet, nor have my students received test

scores yet after using this book, but I would certainly recommend the book based on what I currently

know about the new test. I could give 5 stars, but I haven't finished using the book through all of the

chapters.

To start, the simulated conversations are horrible, just terrible. We had to switch to another book

just to cope. However, the splitting of the topics based on the AP exams and the topics withing are

interesting. Also, as a Spanish student, spelling errors in a textbook cannot be accepted and frankly,



this book has a huge amount, so much so that they needed to actually be mentioned. The website

itself is difficult to navigate and okay in general. In my opinion, this textbook is no more than an

overly expensive AP review book which anyone can get for 20 dollars.

It was used but it looked brand new for half the price!!!!! Exceptional value

best book ever omg can a second one be published???!!?!?
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